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Preface by the LAM’13 Organisers

This volume contains the abstracts of the talks (in alphabetic order) given at
the 6th International Workshop on Logics, Agents, and Mobility. The workshop
took place the 22nd November 2013 as a symposium at the University of Applied
Science (HAW Hamburg), Hamburg, Germany

The aim of this series of workshops is to bring together active researchers in
the areas of logics and other formal frameworks on the one hand, and mobile
systems on the other hand. The main focus is on the field of logics and calculi
for mobile agents, and multi-agent systems. Many notions used in the theory of
agents are derived from philosophy, logic, and linguistics, and interdisciplinary
discourse has proved fruitful for the advance of this domain.

Outside of academia, the deployment of large-scale pervasive infrastructures
(mobile ad-hoc networks, mobile devices, RFIDs, etc.) is becoming a reality. This
raises a number of scientific and technological challenges for the software mod-
elling and programming models for such large-scale, open and highly-dynamic
distributed systems. The agent and multi-agent systems approach seems par-
ticularly adapted to tackle this challenge, but there are many issues remaining
to be investigated. For instance, the agents must be location-aware since the
actual services available to them may depend on their (physical or virtual) lo-
cation. The quality and quantity of resources at their disposal is also largely
fluctuant, and the agents must be able to adapt to such highly dynamic environ-
ments. Moreover, mobility itself raises a large number of difficult issues related
to safety and security, which require the ability to reason about the software.
Logics and type systems with temporal or other kinds of modalities (relating to
location, resource and/or security-awareness) play a central role in the semantic
characterisation and then verification of properties about mobile agent systems.

There are still many open problems and research questions in the theory of
such systems. The workshop is intended to showcase results and current work
being undertaken in these areas with a focus on logics for specification and
verification of dynamic, mobile systems.

We would like to thank all the speakers who contributed to this symposium.

November 2013 Michael Köhler-Bußmeier
Berndt Müller (Farwer)

Julia Padberg
Kathrin Hoffmann
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Partial Implementation of Service Discovery by

Reference Nets

So�ane Bendoukha

University of Hamburg, Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics and Natural Sciences,
Department of Informatics

http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/

Extended Abstract

Cloud computing is nowadays the suitable technology to run intensive and
high-throughput work�ows (in business and scienti�c domain). Thanks to the
on-demand resource sharing based on a pay-as-you-go concept. Nevertheless, to
establish a whole business strategy based on a single cloud is not safe. The reason
lies in the fact that one cloud infrastructure does not have unlimited resources
to satisfy client's requirements and the latter may receive requested services
from di�erent cloud servers [1]. The Inter-Cloud computing is getting more and
more attention and is seen as an alternative to single-cloud based approaches.
Furthermore, cooperation between multiple clouds (Inter-Cloud) is desired to
make the cloud able to satisfy consumer's requests and makes it possible to
ensure a high quality of service availability and performance. Therefore, we need
to deal with the problem of heterogeneity, communication, coordination and
collaboration between all participants.

In this paper we illustrate the Inter-Cloud Work�ow Petri Nets (ICWPN),
a modeling technique for managing work�ows in cloud-based environments. It
supports both modeling and execution. This is due to the fact that we use a
special kind of Petri nets which allows to specify work�ow models and use Java
code as an inscription language. This feature has many advantages, since it
reduces the gap between the conception and implementation phase.

The cloud-based work�ow architecture we propose is depicted in Fig. 1 and
is represented as a Petri Net model to show the life-cycle of a work�ow. It
includes three basic layers: user applications layer (UL), middle-ware layer (ML)
and the resource layer (RL), which consists mainly of cloud services. For the
clarity of the paper, the RL is omitted. In our approach we view the process of
executing an application in an Inter-Cloud environment as a 6-phase process:
(1) Using Renew1 and its modeling features (Cloud Task Transition), users
specify the requirements (Cloud services, QoS constraints, speci�c input data)
for their applications using Petri nets models. (2) A list of requirements is created
consisting of required services as well as their related QoS constraints. (3) The
Decision Maker checks for available services on the local site (4) If the required
services (resources) are not available locally, the Decision Maker makes a request
to the Cloud Service Repository (CSR) (which is accessible by the WfMS) for

1 Renew is available at http://www.renew.de
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available services to achieve the work�ow tasks. (5) After that the work�ow
tasks are mapped to the adequate resources. (6) When the work�ow is deployed,
information about cloud providers and the state of their services are constantly
updated. The above steps are realized by di�erent components: these are the
Decision Maker, the LRCreator (creates the list of requirements) and the Service
Updater, which are reference nets. The CSR is a distributed repository to register
new services and to save their states.

Fig. 1. Service Discovery and Work�ow Enactment Process

The solutions we propose in this paper are going to be integrated into an
agent-based work�ow management system for Inter-Cloud environment, in which
clouds are also agent platforms following the Mulan/Capa (Multi-Agent Nets,
see [3]; Concurrent Agent Platform Architecture, see [2]) framework.

References
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A Multi-Agent System Framework for
Smart-Home Environments (Extended Abstract)

Jack Betts and Berndt Müller

University of South Wales, United Kingdom
{jack.betts,bertie.muller}@southwales.ac.uk

Abstract. The Layered Agent Framework (LAF) for multi-agent pro-
gramming allows for component-based development of reliable software
for the smart home. On top of a core layer that acts as the foundation and
cannot be changed, further layer components can be added or updated
at runtime. Each agent can keep track of attributes for other agents and
gracefully handles addition or modification of its own functionality at
run-time. The approach minimises system fragmentation while allowing
developers to create and maintain meaningful and effective agents. A
Petri net model is used to visualise and execute prototypes.

1 Components for Agent Programming

Software development using agent paradigms suffers from a lack of dedicated
tools, in particular for the interaction with existing software and hardware. The
Layered Agent Framework (LAF) is a component-based architecture that allows
legacy systems to be integrated into a multi-agent-based framework built around
the requirements of smart-home automation. The framework is designed so that
additional components can be incorporated dynamically. These components can
have a variety of tasks, such as learning of behavioural patterns, handling of
sensitive data, unobtrusive conveyance of information and general assistance,
and monitoring of various sensors.

The LAF supports object-orientated design, without requiring the developer
to replace all objects with agents as some approaches in the past have1. Agents
are used next to traditional objects to reflect the capabilities of different system
components and allowing the use of legacy components within a multi-agents
system.

Our framework is also designed to overcome the fragmentation issues de-
scribed in [4] and to promote the development of resource optimisation algo-
rithms by allowing agent communication and negotiation as discussed in [1] .

2 Theoretical Model

The development of multi-agent systems requires a common platform on which
the agents are built. This could be a common communication protocol enabling

1“Agents can be seen as the successors of objects and classes . . . ”, http://aose.org
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Agent Role Layers

■ Contain agents’ role protocols in relation to 
the multi-agent system. 
■ Can also contain functions required to 
perform the roles assigned to the agent.

Agent+ Layer

■ Enhancements of the agent core abilities.
■ Specialised functions that can be accessed 
without the need of a role.

Agent Core Layer

■ Generic base functions for all agents.
■ Some functions defined here can be 
overridden.
■ Runs on an embedded OS

Device Hardware

Layered Agent 
Framework (LAF)

Fig. 1. Layered Agent Framework

all the agents to talk to each other, or it could be a runtime platform acting as an
abstraction layer for agents similar to a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), or it could
even be an operating system providing a common platform for all agents. The
MCAPL approach to providing a common intermediate layer for the execution of
agents programmed in different agent programming languages after translation
[2, 5] realises a possible platform for multi-agent software development.

For achieving inter-operability of devices stemming from a variety of appli-
cation areas, such as entertainment, traditional home appliances, healthcare,
energy, and telecoms, the design of a Layered Agent Framework (LAF, see Fig-
ure 1) build on the success of MCAPL and provides developers with a generic
agent layer that can be extended to support special roles. This specialisation is
achieved through the addition of further layers. The system can have many roles
per agent by stacking Agent Role Layers. The ordering of the role layers de-
termines priorities of an agent. Our layered approach loosely couples additional
roles to an agent, allowing roles to be changed, updated or multiplied without
requiring the agent to be restarted. The layers of Figure 1 are summarised in
the following.

Device Hardware The Device Hardware is at a basic level a processor, mem-
ory, storage, and communications and an operating system to manage these.
APIs are defined in either the Agent+ Layer if the special hardware is at-
tached to the Agent Device Unit or in the Agent Role Layer if the special
hardware is part of the appliance or utility which the agent device is attached
to. The Agent Device can be embedded within an appliance or attached to
one. The hardware layer provides a flag indicating to the agent whether it
is embedded or attached.
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Agent Core Layer This layer is to be considered the core of the system and
is generic across all implementations to avoid system fragmentation and to
maintain a high level of agent interoperability. The Agent Core Layer is an
adaptable agent. An agent engine forms the main part of this layer along
with an array of layer APIs as well as a dynamic action cache used for plans
based on roles and the agent’s abilities. The Agent Core Layer is not designed
for dynamic updates to its functionality. Any functionality that requires an
update is to be overloaded in the Agent+ Layer.

Agent+ Layer The Agent+ Layer is an enhancement layer to the Agent Core,
designed to provide dynamic updates and to extend core functionality if
required. The Agent+ Layer provides a way for Agent Device developers to
add any functionality directly to the Agent Device without having to create
a pseudo role for it. The Agent+ Layer allows for this kind of extension of
core functionality in a highly dynamic way.

Agent Role Layer Role-specific functionality and APIs are stored in the Agent
Role Layer. This layer together with the Agent+ Layer is where agent devel-
opers implement custom functionality since these layers define the behaviour
of the agent.

2.1 Types of Agents using the Layered Agent Framework

Agents using the Layered Agent Framework come in three forms:

Standalone device (Agent Device) The agent is not attached to any appli-
ance or utility. This type of agent acts as an agent controller for a specific
area of the agent network, or a worker agent which can be used by other
agents on the network for data processing much like a server.

Attached to an appliance/utility (Attached Agent Device) The agent
is attached to an appliance and is enabled to use the functionality of the
appliance. The actual agent device is a separate unit to the appliance. This
setup is designed to allow current appliances and utilities to be adapted for
agent technology by interfacing the agent unit with the appliance or utility.
This also allows the agent unit to be removed for repairs or to disable the
agent capabilities and control over an appliance.

Embedded in the appliance/utility (Embedded Agent Device) These
agent devices are part of the appliance/utility and cannot be removed. If a
hardware fault occurs the system will default back to a ‘dumb’ unit until
repairs are carried out.

3 Executable Model

We introduce a Petri-net model based on the nets-within-nets paradigm, in par-
ticular on the MULAN multi-agent architecture [3] and is implemented in the
Renew tool2.

2http://www.renew.de
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multi-agent system

communication structure

new destroy

internal communication

external communication

platform

in out

re pro

knowledge base

sendreceive

conversations

protocols

agent core agent+

additional
protocols

agent role

role exec

exec

role
attributesmanage

out in

subcall process

stopstart

protocol

Fig. 2. Extended MULAN agent architecture

The Multi-Agent Petri Net Components (MAPNCs) run on a MULAN-based
architecture. They constitute the building blocks of agents and protocols, e.g.
for agents created at runtime by other agents. MAPNCs are presently limited to
‘templates’ or ‘blueprints’ that have to be defined prior to run time as separate
object Petri nets.

All templates are stored in a dedicated place of the agent net similar to the
protocols. Whenever an instance is required, a copy of one of these templates is
initialised according to its task and the initialised copy is then moved onto the
platform from which it operates. As a mobile agent, the generated instance (of
an agent) can then traverse the network to reach other platforms and interact
with (agent) nets at remote locations. In the LAF framework this corresponds
to the creation of new instances of an agent class.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the extended MULAN architecture that in-
cludes the layer structure summarised in Section 2.

The extended MULAN architecture provides the LAF multi-layer support
for agent communication by providing the layer functionality in an additional
place regulating the communication by forcing synchronisation according to the
layer information and allowing only communication based on the specifications
therein.

If in the LAF a method is overridden, this results in its protocol becoming
unavailable for execution in the Petri net model.3

3This is achieved by the removal of a required resource, and is omitted in Figure2
for brevity and readability.
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4 Conclusion

We have introduced an agent architecture that supports many object-oriented
concepts most software developers are familiar with and that adds component-
based agent layers. These layers provide basic and extended agent reasoning
and communications facilities in a maximally flexible way. The architecture is
primarily targeted at smart home automation. For this, it supports dynamic
reconfiguration and seamless integration with non-agent-based systems. This is
required because the user experience is of foremost importance in the smart-
home application area. Easily configurable components can be added at runtime
to provide additional features and to configure security features as required by
individual sub-systems.

A Petri net implementation has been presented, on which the prototype
implementation of the framework is based. The latter uses Linux and SQL
databases, and is programmed in C++. It has a small footprint so that it can
be deployed on inexpensive hardware that can be integrated into new appliances
or added to existing devices, e.g. in the form of a simple wall-plug adapter.

Work is now focussing on the provision of a tool kit with components and
design patterns to ease the construction of agents, layers, and roles. in the future,
we aim to link the visual creation of agents and agent components (by means
of agent-based object Petri nets) to the development environment, providing
an automated translation of the Petri-net representation into an agent program.
The Petri net model could then be analysed using existing methods and tools for
Petri nets, while the properties are preserved by a verified translation procedure.
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Concepts and Tools Developed in the Context of
P∗AOSE

Lawrence Cabac, Daniel Moldt
http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/ {cabac,moldt}@informatik.uni-hamburg.de

Extended Abstract
In the last decade, the TGI1 group has developed Petri net-based applications
following the P∗aose [3, 4] approach. In order to ease the development process,
the approach has been extended over the years and improved by additional
techniques and tools. We also worked on an adequate development process and
have improved the project management [1] in the context of P∗aose. Naturally,
regarding the development process and the project management, we followed
the main tracks of Petri net engineering and agent technologies. Thus, our
main concerns were addressing concurrency, distribution, autonomy and social
behavior – not only for the developed (multi-agent) system but also in the
development process as well as the project management and planning [2].

The complexity and the interplay of all tools in the context of MAS develop-
ment is a challenge on its own. In order to meet this challenge, the development
of the P∗aose tool set was oriented to support the development team with the
notions of MAS in mind. We introduce the MAS as a guiding metaphor [2] in the
perception of all team members with respect to their own software development
process and the team organization in order to offer orientation.

Here we present our set of tools that we have developed in the context of
P∗aose development. By presenting the tool set we also look into the concepts
behind the development approach. We discuss the basic concepts of Petri net-
based multi-agent application development. After that, we present our tool set.
Most of these tools have been developed as plugins for the extensible Petri net
IDE Renew2.

We have created a rich tool set for the design of distributed systems (MAS)
and tools for debugging, monitoring and testing multi-agent applications for
the P∗aose approach. The former comprises plugins in the contexts of pattern
design, code generation, documentation, coarse design, extracting model differ-
ences, ontology design, Web services, exports and imports. The latter comprises
plugins for analysis, inspection, interactions, sniffing, mining and unit-testing.

Table 1 shows the main P∗aose tasks. For each task the proposed technique,
the used tool (plugin) and the resulting artifact are listed. Table 2 shows an
evaluation of the main inspection tools that are used during the development of
Petri net-based multi-agent applications, presenting the fitness of the tools in
regard to the objectives of inspection.

1Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science, University of Hamburg
2Renew is available at http://www.renew.de and http://www.paose.net
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Task Technique Tool Result
Coarse Design Coarse Design Use Case Plug-in Plugin Structure
Ontology Design Concept Diagram FS-Nets Generated Classes
Role Design ARM Diagram ARM Plugin Knowledge Bases
Internal Processes Petri Nets Renew Decision Components
Interaction Design AIP Diagram AIPPlugin Protocol Nets

Table 1: Tools for the design of Mulan applications.

Observable entities Renew Viewer Sniffer
agents on platforms + ++ −
agent state ++ + −
protocols of agents + ++ −
protocol state ++ ◦ −
transferred messages ◦ + ++

interactions − − ++

platform state ++ − −
communication infrastructure − − ◦

Table 2: Tools for Inspection of Mulan systems.
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Interaction on Human-Centric
Communication Platforms:

Modelling and Analysis using
Algebraic High-Level Nets and Processes

Karsten Gabriel

Institut für Softwaretechnik und Theoretische Informatik
Theor. Informatik / Formale Spezifikation
Technische Universität Berlin, Fakultät IV

Marchstr. 23, 10587 Berlin
kgabriel@cs.tu-berlin.de

Human-centric communication platforms, like social networks such as Facebook
or Twitter, weblogs, Wiki-systems or Apache Wave, are systems that support
humans to communicate, collaborate interactively, and exchange content. Over
the last years, modern communication systems have evolved to provide different
more interactive ways of communication, where several users have the possibility
to concurrently contribute to the communication at the same time. These non-
sequential ways of communication lead to new requirements for the modelling
and analysis of the interactive communication of users on communication plat-
forms, where it does not suffice to model the communication platform itself, but
it is also necessary to be able to model scenarios and histories of interactions on
a platform. Up to now there are no adequate techniques for the formal modelling
of these kinds of communication platforms and the interactions of users on these
platforms that could serve as a basis for their formal analysis.

In this work, in order to close this gap, we present a modelling framework
for communication platforms and scenarios that is an integration of Petri net,
algebraic data type, process and graph transformation techniques. Within this
framework, we obtain main conceptual results concerning communication plat-
forms and scenarios of interactions that rely on technical results concerning the
modelling and evolution of algebraic high-level nets and -processes.
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Mobile Finite Automata
– Extended Abstract –

Frank Heitmann
University of Hamburg, Department for Informatics

heitmann@informatik.uni-hamburg.de

1 Introduction

Mobile finite automata are a generalisation of finite automata in which the
focus is not only on the automata anymore, but also on an environment in
which the automata may move and interact. Here the environment is modelled
by a directed graph on whose nodes the automata may reside. The automata
may then change their positions by moving via an edge to another node of the
graph.

The inspiration for this formalisms stems from Object Petri Nets which are
Petri Nets whose tokens may be Petri Nets again [2]. This can be generalised
to have an arbitrarily nesting of structures.

2 Definitions and Results

We now define mobile finite automata and their dynamics.

Definition 2.1 (Mobile Finite Automata (MFA)) Let Σ be an alphabet.
A mobile finite automata (MFA) is a tuple M = (G,A, comm, v1, . . . , vk), where

1. G = (V,E) is a directed graph with nodes V and edges E ⊆ V × (Σ ∪
{λ})× V and

2. A = {A1, . . . , Ak} is a finite set of k finite automata over the alphabet Σ,
i.e. we have Ai = (Zi,Σ,Ki, z0,i, Zend,i).

3. comm : Ê → {0, 1} is a function assigning to each edge if it is communi-

cating or not. There Ê is the set of all edges in M , i.e. Ê = E ∪⋃k
i=1Ki.

4. v1, . . . , vk are the k nodes on which the automata A1, . . . , Ak reside in the
beginning.

Definition 2.2 (Configuration of an MFA) The configuration of an MFA
is given by (v1, v2, . . . , vk, z1, z2, . . . , zk, w), with the meaning that the automata
Ai is currently on the node vi and in state zi and that w is the suffix of the
input word that is still to be read.

The initial configuration of an MFA M = (G,A, comm, v1, . . . , vk) with in-
put word w is then (v1, . . . , vk, z0,1, . . . , z0,k, w). The DFA Ai thus in the begin-
ning resides on the node vi in state z0,i.

There are different kinds of steps possible in an MFA. An automata may
change its state independently from the environment graph, it may need to
communicate with the environment or it might be transported in the environ-
ment from one node to another without communication.
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Definition 2.3 (Step of an MFA) If an MFA is in the configuration c =
(v1, . . . , vk, z1, . . . , zk, a · v), an autonomous step of Ai is possible if an edge
k = (zi, a, z

′
i) ∈ Ki exists with Ê(k) = 0 for k ∈ Ki. In the configuration zi

is replaced by z′i. Similarly an transport of an automata Ai might take place

if an edge e = (vi, a, v
′
i) with Ê(e) = 0 exists. In this case, the node vi in the

configuration is replaced by v′i. The third and last case is a synchronous step.

If Ê(k) = 1 for k = (zi, a, z
′
i) ∈ Ki then there must be an edge e = (vi, a, v

′
i)

in G which must furthermore satisfy Ê(e) = 1. In this case vi is replaced by v′i
and zi by z′i. In all cases the remaining word to be read is v.

An input word w is accepted by an MFA, if from the initial configuration
(v1, . . . , vk, z0,1, . . . , z0,k, w) a sequence of steps is possible such that a configu-
ration (v′1, . . . , v

′
k, z1, . . . , zk, λ) is reachable with zi ∈ Zend,i, i.e. the MFA reads

the word completely and each automata is in a final state.
Natural questions are now if a word w can be read and if the run is an

accepting one or not. Which class of languages can be accepted by MFAs is
then a natural question, too.

Apart from these language-theoretic questions, we are interested in the ques-
tion if, given a certain configuration, that configuration can be reached and what
the complexity of solving this problem is.

In the talk we will show that the class of languages accepted by MFAs is still
the class of regular languages. Furthermore, we will show by a comparison with
pp-nets [1] that the question if a certain configuration is reachable, is PSpace-
complete. This is quite surprising, since for DFAs this question is easily solvable
in linear time and even for each of the DFAs in an MFA this question can be
easily solved. The interaction with the environment thus renders this problem
quite hard.

In the talk we will also discuss extensions of the model. For example, in the
simple model presented here, the DFAs may only interact with the environment
and not with each other. This can be extended to a formalism where the DFAs
can communicate with each other if they are on the same node in the graph.
Acceptance can be strengthen in such a way that the automata need to end up
in a specific set of nodes. Furthermore, the environment is here modelled with a
graph. If instead of this graph a DFA is used, the model can then be extended
to nested DFAs with arbitrary nesting depth.
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Über das Design und die Implementation
einer Spezifikationssprache für die
kontinuierliche Modell-Adaption in

domänenspezifischen Prozessmodellen

Michael Köhler-Bußmeier

HAW Hamburg, Berliner Tor 7, D-20099 Hamburg
michael.koehler-bussmeier@haw-hamburg.de

In diesem Beitrag möchte ich mein aktuelles Forschungthema vorstellen, das
sich der theoretischen Fundierung und der Entwicklung eines Systems zu Ver-
waltung von Prozessmodellen, deren verteilten Ausführung, Analyse und Trans-
formation widmet (vgl. dazu Abb. 1).1 Ziel ist es, ein generisches Rahmenwerk
zur adaptiven Organisations- und Geschäftsprozessmodellierung zu entwickeln.
Das Rahmenwerk hat dabei mehrere Aufgaben:

– Es stellt eine Spezifikationssprache bereit, mit deren Hilfe es möglich ist,
domänenspezifische Modellklassen zu definieren.
Eine Modellklasse definiert zunächst alle Aspekte der beschreibbaren
Prozesse: die Datentypen, die Organisation und die temporalen Ablaufstruk-
turen (kurz: DOT).

– Zu einer Klasse gehört zum einen der Modell-Typ (in der Abbildung: DOT
type), wesentliche Güteparameter (key performance indicators, KPI ) sowie
Eigenschaften, die über alle Transformationen von Modellen erhalten bleiben
sollen (DOT invariants).

– Aus einer domänenspezifische Modellklasse sollen dann – mit Hilfe von Gen-
eratoren – konkrete Modelle (DOT model) erstellt werden, die dann aus-
geführt, ausgewertet und modifiziert werden.

– Zu einer domänenspezifische Modellklasse erzeugen Compiler die Konfig-
uration für unsere generische Ausführungsumgebung, so dass sich Modelle
ausführen lassen. Zur Konfiguration gehören die KPI observer, die state logic,
die trigger rules logic, die reorganisation procedures usw.

Schwerpunkt der Forschung liegt hierbei auf der Unterstützung der Mod-
elltransformationen (in der Abb. modify). Die Ausführungsumgebung soll in
die Lage versetzt werden, anhand der process logs die bisherigen Abläufe zu
analysieren, um dann automatisiert zu entscheiden, welche Modelltransforma-
tion ggf. nötig und geeignet sind, um das Modell zu verbessern.

Die besondere Herausforderung besteht aber darin, dass (i) Modelltransfor-
mation verteilt ausgeführt werden und (ii) sie die in der Modellbeschreibung
festgelegte Eigenschaften – die DOT invariants – nicht verletzten dürfen. Wie
eine solche eigenschaftsbewarende Transformation (in der Abb. als reorganisa-
tion procedure bezeichnet) effizient zu gestalten ist, ist Gegenstand aktueller
Forschung. In meiner Forschung untersuche ich zudem, wie solche Transforma-
tion verteilt ausgeführt werden können.

1 Abbildung 1 stellt nicht nur eine illustrative Abbildung dar. Vielmehr handelt es
sich um ein Petrinetz, dessen operationale Semantik mit dem hier beschriebenen
Verhalten des Rahmenwerks übereinstimmt.
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Fig. 1. Darstellung eines generischen Systems zur Verwaltung von Prozessmodellen
und deren Ausführung, Analyse und Transformation
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Net Transformations for
Adaptive Business Process Modelling

Julia Padberg

HAW Hamburg
Berliner Tor 7, D-20099 Hamburg
julia.padberg@haw-hamburg.de

Abstract. In this talk we present ideas for using net transformations,
that are rules-based changes of Petri nets. The transformation concept
is closely related to graph transformations. Taking the idea of algebraic
graph transformations to marked Petri nets we obtain Petri nets whose
net structure can be changed dynamically. The rule-based change of the
net structure enables the adequate modeling of complex, dynamic struc-
tures and has been exploited several years now. We discuss the use of
these net transformation for the adaption of business processes. In de-
tail we consider different control structures for net transformations and
possibilities to preserve invariants.
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Towards Model Checking
of Reconfigurable Petri Nets

Alexander Schulz

HAW Hamburg
Berliner Tor 7, D-20099 Hamburg

alexander.schulz1@haw-hamburg.de

Model checking for reconfigurable Petri net is an important topic, because
human verification of small graphs is already difficult. Changing Petri nets using
rules, like the rules from reconfigurable Petri nets, increases problem.

In this talk we investigate some relevant approches that already exist. First
we present an approach for model checking of coloured Petri net works. The
modul ASK-CPN provides a CTL-like language to verify CPN nets within CP-
NTools [Cheng et al., 1997].

Next, we look at the reconfiguration of Object nets [Badouel et al., 1998].
They presented an approach for reconfigurable high level nets, which can be used
for Object net too.

At last we investigate a business case, using Petri nets to verify the formal
definition. [Zha et al., 2011] shows a transformation from a Workflow-Model to
an WF-net, which can be verifyed with Woflan and a set of properties.

Motivated by the examples we discuss the design of an approach for model
checking of reconfigurable Petri net.
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Detecting Adaptation Conflicts
at Run Time using Models@run.time

Frank Trollmann

Technische Universität Berlin / DAI-Labor
Fakultät IV für Elektrotechnik und Informatik

Ernst-Reuter-Platz 7
D-10587 Berlin

frank.trollmann@dai-labor.de

Abstract. In recent approaches to the development of self-adaptive soft-
ware systems evermore details are moved from design time to runtime.
This enables approaches like the open-adaptation approach, where new
adaptations can be introduced even while the software system is running.
In such approaches, a static design time analysis cannot completely en-
sure the correct behaviour of the running system and needs to be comple-
mented with techniques for run time assurance. In my PhD I introduce
mechanisms to analysis adaptation conflicts at run time based on run-
time models of the software application.
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Integrating Structure and Behaviour
of Software Systems

Thomas Wagner

University of Hamburg, Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics and Natural Sciences,
Department of Informatics

http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/

Keywords: Workflows, Agents, Integration, Petri Nets

Extended Abstract Structure and behaviour are two distinct, yet closely con-
nected aspects of a software system. On a basic level, structure describes the
individual elements of the system, their state, and the connections and rela-
tions between them. Behaviour, on the other hand, describes the activities and
processes within the system and their interconnections.

When modelling a system, the modeller has a certain perspective. The char-
acteristics of this perspective are dependent on the concepts chosen to model
the system. Modelling within the agent-oriented paradigm involves a structure-
centric perspective, since structural elements (the (software) agents) are the main
modelling abstraction. Modelling a workflow system on the other hand involves a
behaviour-centric perspective, as the main modelling abstraction are the actual
processes (workflows) in the system.

In each of these modelling perspectives the other aspects besides the primary
focus are secondary. They are often defined implicitly with the help of the pri-
mary focus. For example, behaviour in agent systems is usually defined through
interactions between agents. This means that behaviour is modelled using the
main abstraction of the primary focus as the main reference point. Similarly, the
actors and artefacts responsible for executing activities in a workflow are not
represented directly in the workflow. They can be determined through the roles
and rights relating to the individual tasks, but are not modelled on the same
abstraction level as the directly behaviour-related processes and tasks.

This means that structure and behaviour are not modelled equally in each of
these perspectives. The result of this focus on one aspect is that the other aspects
are negatively affected. In smaller, simpler systems this effect is negligible. In
larger, more complex, highly distributed systems the effect becomes more distinct
and critical. In these cases agent-orientation could clearly benefit from workflow-
like process representation and handling. Similarly, large inter-organisational
workflow systems could benefit from agent autonomy and encapsulation.

The weaknesses can be eliminated by an integration of the two individual con-
cepts agent and workflow. This integration provides both the structural strengths
of agent-orientation, as well as the behavioural strengths of workflow manage-
ment. It combines these strengths on basic levels of the concepts and propagates
the advantages through the entire system.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Agent Activity concept.

This research is based on basic ideas initially presented in [5] and [8]. On the
agent-side the reference architecture Mulan [6] and its implementation Capa [1]
are the basis. For workflows, workflow nets according to [7] with a special imple-
mentation according to [2] have been chosen. Reference (Petri) nets [3] serve as
a common basis for agents and workflows. The Renew tool1 provides the main
development and runtime environment.

The core of the integration is the so-called Agent Activity (AgAc). The
integration provided by the AgAc is applied on the lowest abstraction level
regarding agents and workflows. More precisely the AgAc combines the fun-
damental agent actions (sending messages, receiving messages, internal actions)
with the basic workflow operations (requesting workitems, confirming activities,
cancelling activities). Figure 1 illustrates this. The necessary management func-
tionality for both agent and workflow aspects is provided in higher system levels
(see reference architecture below). The concept of the AgAc enables modelling
more behaviour-centric aspects of a system with workflow operations and more
structure-centric aspects with agent actions. This means that systems can be
composed using the abstraction (agent/workflow) best suited for each individual
element, instead of having to rely on implicit or indirect mechanisms constrained
by a singular main abstraction. Technically, the AgAc is realised as a complex,
reusable reference (Petri) net structure.

Based on the principles of the Mulan reference architecture a reference archi-
tecture for AgAc systems has also been developed. This architecture partitions a
system into four layers nested in one another. Topmost, the system represents the
global view on both the structure and behaviour of the entire system. Within the
system, a number of execution environments similar in function to agent plat-
forms and workflow management systems are active. This is the second layer

1 Available at http://www.renew.de. See also [4]
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platform/management. Within the execution environments, entities are active.
They are the active elements of the system (similar to agents) and make up the
third layer of the reference architecture. The final layer are the process-protocols.
They describe the behaviour of the entities and are directly executed by them.
They consist of interconnected AgAcs. From a technical point of view, the cho-
sen implementation of the reference architecture combines the management of
workflow nets with the management mechanisms of Mulan and Capa.

The descriptions of the approach outlined above give a small overview of the
current active research into the integration of agents and workflows. While the
Agent Activity provides the basis of the desired integration, the reference
architecture provides the blueprint and groundwork for the remaining aspects.
Together they will be used to tackle remaining challenges, such as generation
of individual and combined structural and behavioural perspectives and other,
mostly technical, issues.

The overall goal to provide a modelling approach that incorporates both a
strong behavioural and a strong structural character remains. With the Agent
Activity at its core and the reference architecture providing the blueprint for
the overall system this goal is a couple of steps closer to completion.
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